
Album Auto Review 

 

About a year ago, I had a bunch of songs that finally clicked together and were ready to be gathered in 
a record. Around that same time, I was also listening a lot to Pat Van Dyke's records, and was really 
drawn by his sounds and production style, so I headed to his website and found out he's not only an 
amazing drummer/songwriter, but also a producer and composer. Reached out to him about making the 
record and in an instant, was on!  

I have had been playing these songs live for a while back then, and had a demo that I recorded with the 
band in Sydney. Sent the demo to Pat and we started to jam online on some ideas for the recording 
process.  

Jumped on a plane to NYC and we recorded the 8 tracks in 5 days at his studio located in the outskirts 
of Jersey City, NJ with the help of amazing local musicians, the likes of Jordan Scannella on bass and 
David Stolarz on keys just to name a few. We also played a bunch of live gigs together between the 
sessions, which helped getting the songs tighter for the recording. 

That done, I flew back to Sydney and finished the album, adding only a few percussion parts and the 
beautiful talents of Laura Stitt (who sang on 'Lights On' and backing vocals on a bunch of the tracks) 
and Shannon Stitt (Melodica on 'Go'). Sent the files back to PVD for mixing and mastering and 
BOOM! it's out. 

My first album.  I've recorded a bunch of albums before either playing drums, single songs or sharing 
the songwriting. So I'm calling Forrest St. my first "proper" body of work. Concise and relevant, to me 
anyway. 

I think 'Forrest St.' represents the spectrum of influences that shaped my musical path and taste over the 
last 20 years or so.  I  tried to keep as diverse as I could but at the same time coherent with the sounds 
and production style. I also tried to keep as faithful to that space and time as I could, so this record is a 
like photograph of those songs and experiences.  

I really hope this record resonates with you as much as it was fun making it.  

Much Love, 

F 

fernando@mousaimanagement.com 

Credits: 

Produced, recorded and mixed by Pat Van Dyke.  
Mastering by Alessandro Perrotta.  
Album Artwork by Paula Plim.  
Fernando Aragones - Vocal, guitars and percussion.  
Pat Van Dyke - Drums and percussion.  
Jordan Scannella - Bass 
David Stolarz - keys 
Jonny Lam - Pedal Steel (Tracks 5 and 8)  
Laura Stiit - Vocals (Track 5), BV's (Tracks 1, 2 and 4)  
Shannon Stitt - Melodica (Track 6)  
Richard Polatchek - Trumpet 
Jeff Hackworth - Tenor Sax 
Peter Lin - Trombone 
All songs written by Animal Ventura. 



	  


